
B I N G O
Black eyes and 
or Black smoke 
is seen or 
revealed

A   brother goes 
shirtless 
(THUD!)

The First Blade is 
seen and or used

Bitch/Jerk is 
spoken

A wall collage of 
the case is seen 

Devils Trap is 
used

Sam damaged 
wing is shown 
and or 
explained

Demon Dean and 
Crowley banter 
wisecracks to 
each other

Angel killing 
sword is used

Crowley 
provides Dean 
some answers

Sam goes 
undercover

Metatron and or 
Gadreel is 
referenced

Flashbacks are 
seen

Demon Dean 
test out his 
singing pipes

Sam makes a 
discovery about 
Dean

Anti-possession   
tattoo is seen

Crowley tries to 
get Demon Dean 
on the right track

Cass and 
Hannah work 
together

Any form of 
alcohol is seen 
and or 
consumed 

Sam meets up 
with an 
unhappy hunter

Demon Dean 
gets some 
'Nookies' with a 
new friend

Handcuffs are 
seen and or used

Sam is Badass Ruby’s knife is 
used



B I N G O
Handcuffs are 
seen and or 
used

Sam meets up 
with an 
unhappy hunter

Ruby’s knife is 
used

Demon Dean 
gets some 
'Nookies' with a 
new friend

Sam is Badass

Anti-possession   
tattoo is seen

Crowley tries to 
get Demon 
Dean on the 
right track

Sam makes a 
discovery about 
Dean

Any form of 
alcohol is seen 
and or 
consumed 

Cass and 
Hannah work 
together

Metatron and or 
Gadreel is 
referenced

Flashbacks are 
seen

Demon Dean 
test out his 
singing pipes

The First Blade 
is seen and or 
used

A wall collage of 
the case is seen 

Bitch/Jerk is 
spoken

Sam goes 
undercover

Black eyes and 
or Black smoke 
is seen or 
revealed

A   brother goes 
shirtless 
(THUD!)

Demon Dean 
and Crowley 
banter 
wisecracks to 
each other

Angel killing 
sword is used

Devils Trap is 
used

Sam damaged 
wing is shown 
and or 
explained

Crowley 
provides Dean 
some answers



B I N G O
Devils Trap is 
used

Demon Dean 
and Crowley 
banter 
wisecracks to 
each other

Crowley provides 
Dean some 
answers

Angel killing 
sword is used

Sam damaged 
wing is shown 
and or 
explained

Bitch/Jerk is 
spoken

Sam goes 
undercover

A wall collage of 
the case is seen 

A   brother goes 
shirtless 
(THUD!)

Black eyes and 
or Black smoke 
is seen or 
revealed

Flashbacks are 
seen

Demon Dean 
test out his 
singing pipes

The First Blade 
is seen and or 
used

Ruby’s knife is 
used

Sam is Badass Demon Dean 
gets some 
'Nookies' with a 
new friend

Metatron and or 
Gadreel is 
referenced

Handcuffs are 
seen and or 
used

Sam meets up 
with an 
unhappy hunter

Sam makes a 
discovery about 
Dean

Any form of 
alcohol is seen 
and or 
consumed 

Anti-possession   
tattoo is seen

Crowley tries to 
get Demon 
Dean on the 
right track

Cass and 
Hannah work 
together



B I N G O
Anti-possession   
tattoo is seen

Sam makes a 
discovery about 
Dean

Cass and Hannah 
work together

Any form of 
alcohol is seen 
and or 
consumed 

Crowley tries to 
get Demon 
Dean on the 
right track

Demon Dean 
gets some 
'Nookies' with a 
new friend

Metatron and or 
Gadreel is 
referenced

Sam is Badass Sam meets up 
with an 
unhappy hunter

Handcuffs are 
seen and or 
used

Demon Dean 
test out his 
singing pipes

The First Blade 
is seen and or 
used

Ruby’s knife is 
used

Crowley 
provides Dean 
some answers

Sam damaged 
wing is shown 
and or 
explained

Angel killing 
sword is used

Flashbacks are 
seen

Devils Trap is 
used

Demon Dean 
and Crowley 
banter 
wisecracks to 
each other

A wall collage of 
the case is seen 

A   brother goes 
shirtless 
(THUD!)

Bitch/Jerk is 
spoken

Sam goes 
undercover

Black eyes and 
or Black smoke 
is seen or 
revealed



B I N G O
Bitch/Jerk is 
spoken

A wall collage of 
the case is seen 

Black eyes and 
or Black smoke 
is seen or 
revealed

A brother   goes 
shirtless 
(THUD!)

Sam goes 
undercover

Angel killing 
sword is used

Flashbacks are 
seen

Sam damaged 
wing is shown 
and or explained

Demon Dean 
and Crowley 
banter 
wisecracks to 
each other

Devils Trap is 
used

The First Blade 
is seen and or 
used

Ruby’s knife is 
used

Crowley 
provides Dean 
some answers

Cass and 
Hannah work 
together

Crowley tries to 
get Demon 
Dean on the 
right track

Any form of 
alcohol is seen 
and or 
consumed 

Demon Dean test 
out his singing 
pipes

Anti-possession   
tattoo is seen

Sam makes a 
discovery about 
Dean

Sam is Badass Sam meets up 
with an 
unhappy hunter

Demon Dean 
gets some 
'Nookies' with a 
new friend

Metatron and or 
Gadreel is 
referenced

Handcuffs are 
seen and or 
used

 


